
Backed by 50-year product and 20-year 
finish warranties, FastPlank® Systems is North 
America’s premier choice for aluminum 
cladding systems.

Comprehensive customer support 
throughout North America. Our team of 
industry professionals is equipped to assist 
you regardless of location. 

A High Performance Aluminum Plank Siding System

FastPlank® Systems is a versatile and elegant aluminum plank siding 
solution designed to reduce installation time, dramatically enhance curb 
appeal and extend the life of your building’s exterior. Transform your 
building facade into a striking, architectural masterpiece with tasteful 
additions of FastPlank® siding for lasting value and stunning results.

Enhance Your Vision 

Crafted from 6063 aluminum, our heavy-gauge, 
T6 extruded components, FastPlank® consistently 
outperforms competitive materials.

Available in a variety of woodgrain finishes and 
solid colors, or create any custom color with our 
ColorMatch® option.

Elevate the longevity and aesthetic of your next 
building exterior with FastPlank® Systems.

• Stock Woodgrain Finishes & Color 
Options Available

• Free Samples & Mock-Up Materials

• No-Charge Estimates & Takeoffs

• Personalized Local Support

• Installation Support & Training

• Locally Stocked

Modern. Affordable. Durable.®

Advanced 
Aluminum Plank  
Siding System
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Residential 
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Institutional 

Visit our website for more info:

Smart Minds.
Smart Materials.

+1 877 973 8746
info@engagebp.com 
engagebp.com/fastplank



• Non-Combustible

• UV / Fade Resistant

• Hail / Impact Resistant

• Anti-Corrosive

• Wind Load Tested

• WUI Compliant

Innovative Assembly. Efficient Installation.

FastPlank’s backplates are cut on-site and installed, allowing planks to 
be inserted quickly and easily. Our patented Clip & Slide™ technology 
features fully-concealed attachment clips that secure planks to the 
building surface, allowing for rapid and efficient installation.

The 16-foot planks are durable and lightweight for easy handling, 
and our extruded aluminum profiles cut easily (and dust-free) with 
a non-ferrous carbide blade. FastPlank’s innovative two-piece system 
snaps together using a patented assembly, all to increase efficiency on 
the job site, for improved cost savings and faster results. Our unique 
design eliminates gapping and buckling, by allowing for expansion 
and contraction, resulting in a clean, elegant finish.

Fast is Better
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Sustainability
We are dedicated to providing high-quality, 
sustainable exterior aluminum building products that 
enhance the beauty and sustainability of your projects.

We aim to revolutionize the building products and 
construction industry by offering innovative solutions 
that leave a positive impact on the environment.

Innovation
With more than 300 patents filed and 
granted globally, Engage consistently 
leads the way because we refuse to 
accept the status quo.

Based on our deep industry experience 
and expertise, we’ve engineered all 
our products to feature quick and 
efficient installation technology.

Our intelligent, versatile, and stunning 
designs have quickly established our 
products and people as the go-to solution 
for superior long-term results.

Durability
Made with heavy-gauge, T6 extruded aluminum, 
our systems offer the strength of steel with 
a significantly lighter weight, making them the 
ultimate choice.

All components are crafted from high-quality 
6063 alloys and consistently demonstrate 
exceptional durability outperforming competing 
materials even in the harshest conditions, 
ensuring that your building’s facade remains 
intact and undistorted over time.

Support
At Engage, we are unwavering in our commitment to 
providing outstanding service and support, through 
every stage of project development, from design and 
planning through to construction, ensuring a seamless 
customer experience.

From complimentary samples, estimates and take-offs 
to ongoing consultation, installation support and on-site 
training, we are committed to your success. 

Our team is equipped to deliver unmatched support, 
valuable insights and tailored recommendations to 
achieve your vision.


